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Abstract

Today, delivery of services is often structured to optimize provider processes and minimize delivery cost. The impact of the resulting delivery quality on the customers is only rarely taken into account. However, its inclusion would open up significant design potential from a “service system engineering” point of view. This is evident, e.g., in industrial maintenance scenarios, where provider costs are frequently minimized, whereas other system-wide costs like failure or consequential costs on the customer side, are neglected.

This work proposes the concept of system-oriented service delivery that creates additional value by delivering service such that total system costs (i.e. the sum of delivery and consequential costs) are minimized. Via the introduction of a monetary re-allocation mechanism between individual participants, any individual disadvantage due to the shift towards system-oriented service delivery can fully be compensated. Therefore, the proposed concept results in a Pareto improvement over today’s solutions. Thus, we apply service system thinking to propose a radically new view to design service delivery. While still a number of issues need to be tackled in practice, the notion of system-oriented service delivery will give rise to new business models for providers and more effective solutions overall.

Keywords: Industrial Maintenance, Service Delivery, Service System, System Theory.

1 Introduction

Service systems and the delivery within these systems have been a key research focus within the past decade. Ostrom et al. (2015) stress both the importance of further research in service delivery and the efficient allocation of service resources to service tasks.

During service delivery, especially in physical services, the provider allocates his delivery resources to service demand. Usually, the provider has multiple delivery alternatives available to choose from, i.e. different allocations of resources to demand. For example, an industrial maintenance provider may have two customers that require immediate repair (service demand), however, has only one technician available (service delivery resource). In this case, the provider may dispatch (i.e. allocate) his technician to one or the other customer first, serving the other customer at a later point in time, or vice versa. Thus, in a simple view, the provider has two delivery alternatives to choose from.
Every distinguishable allocation of service delivery resources to service demand is a service delivery alternative. The provider faces the associated delivery costs of each delivery alternative. As of now, the provider has a high degree of freedom in resource allocation decision making, which he uses to strengthen his own position, by, for example, keeping his own delivery costs low (Ramaswamy and Banavar, 2008).

This practice, however, has one major drawback: The provider allocates his resources to service demand under incomplete information and—from a systems’ viewpoint—conflicting objectives, which results in inefficient resource allocation within the system. For example, the customers may face consequential costs associated with a delayed service delivery. This is especially the case whenever the service provider maintains business relevant infrastructure for the customer, as, for example, in IT outsourcing (Kieninger et al., 2013; Patterson, 2002) or physical asset management (Fox et al., 2008; Salonen and Tabikh, 2016; Wolff and Schmitz, 2017). As our research shows, the provider indirectly decides over his customers’ consequential costs, which, however, he does not take into consideration at the time of resource allocation. This is especially relevant as different customers typically have different consequential costs. Therefore, the following scenario is not only possible, but likely: One of two delivery alternatives results in minor delivery cost savings for the provider, however, simultaneously, increases the sum of customers’ consequential costs. The other delivery alternative results in slightly higher delivery costs for the provider, but much smaller consequential costs for the customers. In this case, the provider allocates his resources such that his own costs are low at the price of increased costs for his customers, resulting in overall higher total system costs. We argue that this is a systematic resource allocation inefficiency in such scenarios, as the provider has no incentive to allocate his resources such that the total system costs are low.

To address this issue, the objective of this work is to propose a new concept of service resource allocation and service delivery. We propose a general holistic service system concept, in which the provider delivers services following a system-oriented delivery approach. As such, we understand resource allocation and service delivery following service system theory (Spohrer and Maglio, 2010) and service systems engineering principles (Böhmann et al., 2014) by minimizing total system costs, thus including in particular provider’s delivery and customers’ consequential costs. In addition, we evaluate whether additional capital re-allocation mechanisms between system participants could prevent participants from having a disadvantage in system-oriented service delivery compared to today’s delivery approach.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows: First, we introduce relevant related work and lay the foundations in section 2. On this basis, we explain the presented concept. In section 3, we define service systems as understood in this work. Furthermore, we introduce, further explain, and evaluate the concept of system-oriented service delivery. This includes the introduction of a compensation mechanism within system-oriented service delivery such that no service system participant has a disadvantage compared to provider-oriented service delivery. In section 4, the concept is applied to an industrial maintenance illustrative scenario (Peffers et al., 2012), a descriptive evaluation method according to Peffers et al. (2007). The presented concept and its challenges in implementation are discussed in section 5. Finally, in section 6, the work is summarised and limitations as well as future work are highlighted.

## 2 Fundamentals and Related Work

In this section, we elaborate on service resource allocation and service delivery as well as on service systems and co-creation of value.

### 2.1 Service Resource Allocation and Service Delivery

Service performance and customer experience heavily depend on the provider’s service delivery. In this work, we follow Zeithaml, Berry and Parasuraman’s (1988) understanding that service delivery refers to the actual delivery of service, which is further extended by Moorman and Rust (1999) to also include the delivery of products (the firm’s goods) to the customer. Therefore, delivery can be of any nature and
through any channel (e.g. physical or digital). However, as previously suggested, service delivery capacity is often limited.

Prior to service delivery, the service provider allocates service delivery resources to service demand. Resource allocation deals with the assignment of delivery resources (e.g. personnel, computing power) to service demand (e.g. incident tickets, virtual machines). The allocation of service delivery has been looked at from various domains. Especially in the domain of cloud computing, research on resource allocation is advanced (Beloglazov et al., 2012; Buyya et al., 2008; Wei et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 2013).

Research on physical service delivery resource allocation has received little attention—with the notable exception of traditional scheduling and dispatching problems in the domain of operations research: Here two distinct, yet non-disjoint streams of literature on physical service delivery exist. Whereas the first stream of literature focuses on the mathematical formulation of scheduling/dispatching problems for specific use cases (Banerjee et al., 2011; Cordeau et al., 2010; Hertz et al., 2014; Hill, 1992; Kovacs et al., 2012; Petrakis et al., 2012; Souyris et al., 2013; Verma et al., 2011; Weigel and Cao, 1999), the second stream centres around algorithms to solve formulated scheduling/dispatching problems (Bertels and Fahlé, 2006; Cortés et al., 2014; Pillac et al., 2013; Tsang and Voudouris, 1997; Xu and Chiu, 2001).

Furthermore, dispatching is an extension to the Vehicle Routing Problem, which has been covered and reviewed in Operations Research (Drexl, 2012; Lahyani, Khemakhem and Semet, 2015). Literature in the first stream, however, does not follow system-oriented service delivery. Instead, they aim at optimizing the provider’s performance. The second stream only focusses on solving allocation problems independently of the actual use case. Hence, most cases focus on resource allocation for specific use cases and not on generic, use-case independent service delivery approaches.

Furthermore, service delivery has been looked at from a holistic capacity-based perspective. For example, Diao and Heching (2011) present a model for determining the required service capacity in order to deliver the desired service to the customers. Their work is based on an IT outsourcing use case. Thus, the authors take a provider-centric perspective. So (2000) investigates service delivery within networks by presenting a model for determining service prices in a competitive market, in which the customer has the choice between multiple service providers.

Additionally, researchers have elaborated on service delivery innovation. Chen, Tsou and Huang (2009) summarise work on service delivery innovation and identify two streams: First, the introduction of new delivery channels for existing customers, and, second, the introduction of new channels for new customers or new services. The authors build on previous work by Bolton (2003). The focus of service delivery innovation on delivery channels also mirrors Lovelock and Wright’s (2002) understanding of service delivery innovation.

### 2.2 Service Systems and Co-Creation of Value

Due to the growing share of services within the economy of developed countries, services received much attention in research. This development can clearly be seen by the formation of a new interdisciplinary research discipline, namely service science (Spohrer et al., 2007; Maglio and Spohrer, 2008). In addition, the traditional product-focused logic was challenged by more service-centric approaches, as, for example service-dominant logic (Vargo and Lusch, 2004), value co-creation (Vargo, Maglio and Akaka, 2008), service ecosystems (Vargo and Lusch, 2011), and service systems (Spohrer and Maglio, 2010).

The concept of service systems is further extended by Maglio et al. (2009) and Spohrer et al. (2008) by defining a framework that explains interactions within or between service systems. Service systems can be of formal or informal nature (Spohrer and Kwan, 2009). In essence, those new concepts evolved on the idea of multiple partners jointly creating value through interaction and sharing of information and knowledge. Especially within the domain of IT, those new concepts quickly evolved and led to a number of scientific publications. Satzger and Kieninger (2011) summarize those new concepts by stating that the goal of this new understanding is that “partners in these systems are supposed to jointly manage the resources […] that allow for maximization of their individual values”. Edvardsson, Tronvoll and Gruber (2011) expand the body of literature on service-dominant logic and service systems by a social dimension. In detail, they argue that value does not only depend on context, but also on social aspects, and
introduce the term “value-in-social-context”. Furthermore, Chandler and Lusch (2015) lay a theoretical foundation and propose a research agenda for exploring actor engagement in service systems over time. Based on service-dominant logic, Wieland et al. (2012) argue that all “economic actors need to be conceptualized as service providing and value creating enterprises since all […] are essentially doing the same thing as they create value for themselves and others”. Furthermore, Böhmann, Leimeister and Möslein (2014) discuss challenges to systematically engineer service systems.

According to Maglio and Spohrer (2008), each relation between one provider and one customer is a service system. Under a service system, we understand participants that drive service interactions between each other such that the outcome meets the participants’ expectations (Banerjee et al., 2011; Spohrer et al., 2007). Especially for standardized services (e.g. outsourcing), one provider may have more than one customer and, thus, is part of many different, but yet similar service systems. We refer to the set of individual service systems as service ecosystem. Contractually thought, the individual service systems do not influence each other, as service contracts are signed between the provider and one customer individually, however, from a service delivery perspective they do.

3 Service Delivery in Service Systems

Within this section, we first—to set the foundations for the remainder of this work—elaborate on the understanding of service systems and service systems characteristics that define the given service system. Second, we introduce provider-oriented service delivery, an abstraction from today’s practices in service delivery. Additionally, we introduce the concept of system-oriented service delivery. Third, those two delivery approaches are contrasted against each other on a macro and a micro perspective. Fourth, we propose the introduction of a re-allocation mechanism of service system participants’ advantages and disadvantages due to the system-oriented delivery approach. Therefore, this section introduces and evaluates the proposed novel concept in service delivery.

3.1 Service System Description

In this work, we understand a service system as a set of participants that interact with each other. For the following, we limit a service system to one provider (multiple) customer(s). Therefore, the concept of business networks (Holm et al., 1996; Ritter et al., 2004) also applies to the understanding of service systems in this work. However, this work does not focus on the co-creation of value of multiple service providers, and consequently sees a clear distinction between service systems and service value networks (Bitsaki et al., 2008; Blau et al., 2009; Conte et al., 2009; Hamilton, 2004, 2007), which mainly focus on the co-creation of value between multiple providers. However, the application of system-oriented service delivery to value networks is a possible extension of this work.

Furthermore, we want to define our understanding of service environment in this work. In detail, our work addresses any service environment that has the following characteristics:

1) **Star Connection:** The service provider is part of many individual, but yet similar service systems. The customers of the individual service systems do not interact among each other, therefore, making the joint service provider the only point of intersection of the individual service systems within the service environment.

2) **Limited Service Delivery Resources:** The provider has a (short-term) fixed and insufficient service delivery capacity. In other words, the service demand exceeds the delivery resources the provider has available. Furthermore, the service capacity cannot be increased on a short-term basis. Therefore, the provider cannot satisfy the entire demand and has to prioritize some customers. Prioritization directly influences the customers’ individual response times (i.e. the time the customer has to wait to receive his service).

3) **Delivery-Dependent Costs:** All participants, thus both the provider and the set of customers, face costs arising from the delivery alternative chosen. During the motivation, we differentiated between delivery and consequential costs. For simplification, however, we do not further dis-
tistinguish between the different cost components and refer to them—regardless whether the participant is a customer or provider—as delivery-dependent costs. In case the provider violates any service level agreement, possible penalty costs are included in his delivery-dependent costs. In other words, when talking about delivery-dependent costs, we refer to any variable costs that the participant experiences by the given delivery alternative. Note that those costs only include delivery-dependent variable cost components, as certain cost components are independent of the delivery alternative chosen (e.g. labour wages have to be paid regardless of the delivery option chosen).

4) **Decision Making:** The provider decides which delivery alternative to follow. Through his decision, the service provider determines the delivery-dependent costs of all system participants.

Examples of such service ecosystems are mostly service systems centred around physical services within a B2B market. One prominent group of examples are time-sensitive field agent services, as, for example, industrial maintenance. First, one maintenance provider holds individual contracts with more than one customer, thus forming many individual service systems. Second, his resources are limited, as the number of technicians typically cannot be increased on a short-term basis. Third, the customers experience time-dependent consequential costs due to a machine downtime, which are referred to as indirect costs of downtime (Salonen and Tabikh, 2016). Furthermore, the provider has different delivery alternatives (possible routes) that each trigger different delivery costs. Finally, the provider has the final decision on how to dispatch his technicians (at the risk of additional penalties).

Another example of such service ecosystem is a B2B product distributor in retail. In this example, the product distributor (provider) distributes products to retailers (customers) who then sell it to the end consumers. Obviously, one product distributor distributes the product to multiple retailers, thus forming the star connection between the individual service systems. Now suppose that the demand for a product cannot be fulfilled as there is a limited supply (i.e. limited resources). In this case, each retailer has an interest of selling the product in order to secure profits. However, if the distributor does not deliver the product, the retailer suffers opportunity costs due to lost profits. Furthermore, the distributor bears certain costs associated with the different delivery alternatives. Therefore, customers and provider all face delivery-dependent costs. Finally, however, the distributor has the final decision on whom to deliver, at the price of potential contract penalties.

### 3.2 Service Delivery Approaches

Previously, we introduced literature on different mathematical optimization models for scheduling or dispatching. Some models require a previously defined task prioritization, while others do not include a prioritization mechanism. However, most of those models optimize from a provider point of view, by, for example, minimizing provider costs, maximizing resource utilization, or maximizing the quantity of service delivered. Those models can be abstracted to a generic provider-oriented service delivery, as the objective function focuses on provider-relevant performance indicators. For simplification and focus on the core argument of this work, we assume that all objective functions can be monetized, and thus be reduced to minimizing the provider’s delivery-dependent costs.

Those models show that service delivery of the individual service systems is not independent of each other, as the limited resource capacity is allocated to the joint service system demand. Resource capacity is a short-term exogenous variable that needs to be distributed to the given demand. Demand, however, is a stochastic variable that the provider cannot influence. Therefore, we argue that the individually “contracted” service systems cannot be treated independently and should, consequently, be interpreted as one holistic service system, as depicted in Figure 1 for the case of two customers (A and B) and one service provider (P). In Figure 1, the dotted lines indicate the boundaries of a service system. Such constellations are already known from other service delivery systems, as, for example hospitals, universities, banks, and call centres (Ramaswamy and Banavar, 2008).
Given this shift towards one holistic service system, we propose the concept of system-oriented service delivery. As such we cluster service delivery approaches that minimize not only the customers’ or provider’s costs individually, but instead, minimize the total system costs, which is the sum of the customers’ and provider’s delivery-dependent costs. In other words, we assume the provider knows his set of delivery alternatives. For each alternative, we are able to determine the participants delivery-dependent costs, and, consequentially, can calculate the total system costs. Now, depending on the chosen delivery approach, the utilised delivery alternative can be chosen accordingly. If the service ecosystem follows a provider-oriented delivery approach, the provider would deliver according to the delivery alternative that minimizes his own costs. However, in case that the service ecosystem follows a system-oriented delivery approach, the provider would deliver according to the delivery alternative that minimizes total system costs. Note that the different delivery approaches do not necessarily result in different delivery alternatives.

Figure 2 shows the individual participants costs and delivery decision-relevant cost functions exemplarily for an abstract two-customer-one-provider case—as displayed in Figure 1—for eleven delivery alternatives. Note that individual cost components of participants are modelled as bars for each delivery alternative, whereas the decision-relevant cost functions—the provider cost and total system cost function—are modelled by lines. Within the range of possible delivery alternatives, the different approaches result in different delivery options. Here, delivery alternatives nine and six are the service delivery alternatives chosen when following a provider- and system-oriented delivery approach due to the minimum of the corresponding cost functions within the range of delivery alternatives. We note that the delivery alternative chosen differs between the two delivery approaches.

**Figure 2. Exemplary Decision Relevant Cost Functions**

### 3.3 Comparison of Provider- and System-Oriented Service Delivery

For the following, we define a service system with $n$ participants, specifically with $n-1$ customers and one provider. However, the following argumentation also holds for different numbers of customers and providers within the service system. Each participant has delivery-dependent costs associated with a delivery alternative. Given this setup, we evaluate the benefits of system-oriented service delivery. In order to do so, we compare a delivery alternative chosen under a currently undefined, but yet specific
delivery approach with the delivery alternative chosen under a system-oriented delivery approach. The current delivery approach results in service delivery following delivery alternative \( d_s \), which results in individual participants costs \( c_{c,i} > 0 \) for participant \( i \). The total system costs are \( c_{c,S} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_{c,i} > 0 \). This delivery alternative will serve as a baseline.

In the second case, service delivery follows the system-oriented service approach, resulting in service delivery following service alternative \( d_s \). Service alternative \( d_s \) introduces individual participants costs \( c_{s,i} > 0 \) for participant \( i \) and total system costs are \( c_{s,S} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_{s,i} > 0 \).

Using those two delivery-alternatives, we evaluate the effects of system-oriented service delivery. First, we compare the chosen delivery from a macro perspective, thus only comparing total system costs. Second, we evaluate effects on a participant level. We investigate whether there are participants experiencing an individual advantage or disadvantage from the shift towards system-oriented service delivery compared to the current delivery practice.

**Macro Perspective:** Per definition, the total costs of the system-oriented approach are smaller or equal to the previous delivery approach. The difference, the system benefit \( b_s \), is easily calculated as shown below.

\[
b_s = c_{c,S} - c_{s,S} \geq 0
\]

Therefore, from a system perspective, the system-oriented delivery approach is always preferable and dominates the current delivery approach. However, this only reflects the system costs, and does not give any information on the individual participants’ benefits of a system-oriented solution. As the system-oriented delivery only changes the allocation of resources to service demand, their ratio between service demand and delivery resources remains equal in the two approaches. Thus, there still are participants that receive delayed service.

**Micro Perspective:** The benefit \( b_i \) of participant \( i \) can be calculated by taking the difference between the costs in current delivery approaches and system-oriented service delivery, as shown below.

\[
b_i = c_{c,i} - c_{s,i}
\]

If the individual participant’s benefit \( b_i \) is greater or smaller than zero, the participant \( i \) has an advantage or disadvantage from the shift towards system-oriented delivery, respectively. In addition, the total system benefit \( b_s \) must be the sum of individual benefits, hence, the following equation holds true. As previously noted, \( b_s \) is greater or equal than zero.

\[
b_s = \sum_{i=1}^{n} b_i = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (c_{c,i} - c_{s,i}) \geq 0
\]

It is possible that a participant has an advantage or disadvantage by the shift towards service-oriented service delivery. In the following, we walk through the possible cases and give a short explanation. First, we assume that the participant is a service provider. In this case, system-oriented service delivery results in a disadvantage if delivery costs are higher due to the new delivery alternative. In the case of field services, this is possible if, for example, the new allocation results in lower resource utilization due to a higher ratio between travel and pure delivery time. On the other hand, the case that the provider has lower delivery costs due to system-oriented service delivery, is possible, if the provider does not follow a pure provider-oriented delivery approach. Second, we assume the participant is a customer. In this case, the system-oriented delivery results in a disadvantage for the customer if his service delivery is delayed, in other words, whenever his priority is lowered. Due to the longer response time his consequential costs increase. On the other hand, the customer has an advantage if his service delivery is accelerated due to his high consequential costs. In this case, his overall consequential costs are lower than in the earlier specified baseline, resulting from his high priority.

### 3.4 Introduction of a Re-Allocation Method

In the previous subsection, we have seen that some system participants gain an advantage, whereas others suffer a disadvantage by the application of system-oriented service delivery compared with provider-oriented service delivery. However, we have also seen that the total system costs are lower in the case of system-oriented service delivery, therefore achieving a total system benefit (equal or) greater
than zero. Following the core concepts of service systems and service systems engineering, we want to re-allocate the participants individual benefits (positive and negative) such that no participant has a disadvantage from the shift towards system-oriented service delivery.

In detail, re-allocation is done by following a three-step process. First, all participants having a positive benefit restrain from it and allocate it towards the service system. Second, the service system’s credit is used for a mandatory compensation of each participation that has a disadvantage of the system-oriented service delivery. Therefore, from now on, all participants have an intermediate benefit of zero. However, the service system still has some credit allocated to it, as the system benefit is greater than zero. Finally, third, the remaining credit represents the overall net benefit created by the system-oriented service delivery and can be shared as desired. For example, an equal distribution between all network participants is possible. The three-step process is exemplarily depicted in Figure 3 for an arbitrarily chosen illustration. The four bar charts indicate the participants’ benefit prior, during, and after the application of the re-allocation mechanism. Furthermore, the player SYSTEM is added, which collects any financial credit allocated to the system for further sharing with the individual participants.

The four bar charts in Figure 3 show the participant’s individual benefits and the credit that the service system has available for further compensations or sharing. The bar chart on the top left side shows the original benefit of the network participants solely from the usage of system-oriented service delivery compared to the arbitrary previous solution. In total, there are three participants each experiencing an advantage (B, C, and F) and a disadvantage (A, D, and E). After the first step of the re-allocation mechanism—the transfer of individual advantages towards the system—the participants that originally experienced an advantage no longer have a benefit, in other words, an intermediate benefit of zero. Instead, the benefit has been transferred to the system, as indicated by the benefit available to it on the far-right side labelled with SYSTEM. The new benefit status is depicted on the top right bar chart. Now, the second step of the re-allocation process, introduces a mandatory compensation of those participants that have a negative benefit. The mandatory compensation is paid from the system credit, which is—as previously shown—higher than the sum of disadvantages. After the mandatory compensation, neither participant has an advantage or disadvantage due to system-oriented service delivery. However, the system still has credit allocated to it (in rare cases, there is no credit left; however, it is impossible that there is a negative credit). This is depicted in the chart labelled as intermediate benefit II on the bottom right.
corner. In the final step, the remaining system credit is distributed between the network participants. In this illustrative case, the credit is distributed equally between all participants, such that all participants have a positive benefit from system-oriented delivery.

Summing up, this section has shown that the system-oriented delivery approach on its own only results in an advantage from the system perspective. This means that the total system costs are lower than in any other delivery approach, which results in a system benefit. The composition of the system benefit of the individual participants’ benefits leads to some participants having an advantage, whilst others have a disadvantage by the system-oriented delivery approach compared to the previous delivery approach. However, with the introduction of a benefit re-allocation mechanism, we are able to compensate any participant having a disadvantage through the system-oriented service delivery by re-distributing (positive) benefits. Therefore, the system-oriented delivery approach combined with a re-allocation mechanism results in a Pareto improvement against any other delivery approach. Challenges in its application are addressed in the discussion section below.

4 Towards System-Oriented Service Delivery in Industrial Maintenance

In this section, we transfer the findings from system-oriented service delivery to industrial maintenance. First, we give a short introduction to industrial maintenance, before, second, we apply system-oriented service delivery on a descriptive scenario. Third, challenges in the application of system-oriented service delivery within industrial maintenance are pointed out.

4.1 Fundamentals of Industrial Maintenance

One prominent example of services within the industrial sector is industrial maintenance (Gitzel et al., 2016). Following Geraerds (1984), maintenance includes all activities aimed at keeping or restoring a production asset to its functional state. Today, manufactures report that maintenance costs account for around 28% of their total production costs (Chan et al., 2005), which leads to the perception that efficient maintenance is a competitive advantage over their competitors (Pintelon and Van Puyvelde, 2013).

Traditionally, maintenance was organized as an on-demand business (Wolff and Schmitz, 2017), denoting that the provider would dispatch a technician only after he had been triggered by the customer. Recently, however, customers started demanding long-term maintenance contracts that are closer aligned to their business needs, as already highlighted by multiple researchers (Baines et al., 2007; Van Horenbeek et al., 2012; Huber and Spinler, 2012; Ng et al., 2009). This demand led to the offering of full service (Gitzel et al., 2016; Huber and Spinler, 2012, 2014; Schmitz et al., 2016), availability-based (Datta and Roy, 2010; Erkoyuncu et al., 2014; Ng et al., 2009), and performance-based maintenance contracts (Hypko, Tilebein and Gleich, 2010b; Ng, Ding and Yip, 2013; Selviaridis and Wynstra, 2015). Regardless of contract type, a maintenance provider tries to pursue two opposing operational goals: High profitability and high customer satisfaction, which is usually measured in short-term responsiveness (Klimberg and Van Bennekom, 1997). Furthermore, the provider has the challenging task to assign spatially distributed technicians to spatially distributed tasks, a job usually performed by human dispatchers with little technical support (Vössing, 2017). Being complex on its own, the job is further complicated by the claimed urgency of customers, by, for example, often calling the maintenance provider (Wolff et al., 2018). Overall, dispatchers have been reported to follow unclear rules of decision making (Hill, 1992). The problem of assigning technicians to tasks has been looked at from different perspectives (Kovaes et al., 2012; Petrakis, Hass and Bichler, 2012; Pillac, Guéret and Medaglia, 2013). However, so far, researches have limited their focus on the optimal assignment and on route calculations. To the best of our knowledge, there is no academic work addressing the problem of assigning a priority to a maintenance task. Therefore, the application of system-oriented service delivery marks an important step in the area of industrial maintenance, as it implicitly addresses the question of maintenance task prioritization.
4.2 System-Oriented Service Delivery in Industrial Maintenance

The effects of system-oriented delivery are evaluated with a descriptive evaluation method according to Peffers et al. (2007). In detail, we evaluate system-oriented delivery using an illustrative scenario (Peffers et al., 2012) that reflects a subset of industrial maintenance very well: Four customers (A, B, C, and D) are in need for an immediate repair and the maintenance provider (P) has a single technician available. Hence, we do not take overhaul tasks into account, which is a valid assumption, as many maintenance providers often use dedicated subsets of technicians for the different tasks which are planned independently of each other. Symmetric travel costs between the locations are given as in Table 1. In addition, we assume that the technician is able to fulfil all tasks within one route. One task takes one time period and the consequential costs of customer A, B, C, and D during one time period are 8, 16, 12, 15, respectively. This implicitly assumes time-linear consequential costs, which, however, is a valid simplification as more complex consequential costs only increase the complexity of this work and have no effect on the core idea of this work. The provider’s delivery costs are limited to travel costs of the technician only, whereas the technician starts and ends his route at the provider’s site P.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>from</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Travel Cost Matrix

Given four tasks, there are 4! = 24 possible delivery alternatives in total. For each possible delivery alternative, the individual customers’ consequential costs, the customers’ total consequential cost function, the delivery cost function, and the total system cost function are calculated and shown in Figure 4. Note that the customers’ individual consequential costs are indicated as bars, whereas aggregated cost functions are displayed as lines.

Given these delivery alternatives, we note that a provider following a provider-oriented delivery approach delivers according to alternatives (B, A, C, D) and (D, C, A, B), as they result in the lowest provider costs. However, following a system-oriented service delivery strategy, a provider delivers according to delivery alternative (D, B, A, C). Note that the provider-oriented delivery approach results in two possible delivery alternatives which are symmetrical due to the symmetric travel costs. For simplification, we only focus on the latter as the base case, as it results in lower total system costs.

Looking at the given delivery alternatives, namely (D, C, A, B) and (D, B, A, C), we note that the latter results in a system benefit of 8, as the total system costs are decreased accordingly. Therefore, system-oriented service delivery results in an overall system improvement. However, customers A, B, C, D, and provider P have individual benefits of 0, 32, -24, 0, -1, respectively, indicating that customers A and D do not experience any change. This is explainable as both customers remain at the same position within the delivery alternatives and we assume linear response-time dependent costs for the customers. Furthermore, we note that customer B has a benefit of 32, whereas customer C and the provider P have a disadvantage of 24 and 1, respectively. The disadvantage of customer C is caused by the increased response time, whereas the increased costs for the provider are introduced by higher travel costs. The advantage of customer B is due to the earlier service delivery which results in lower response-time dependent costs. Therefore, at this point, service-oriented maintenance does not yield a Pareto improvement compared to provider-oriented maintenance.
Now, we apply the benefit re-allocation mechanism introduced in section 3.4 above. First, participant’s advantages are transferred to the system. Thus, the new intermediate benefit of the participants for customers A, B, C, D and provider P are 0, 0, -24, 0, -1 with a total credit of 32 allocated to the system. In the next step, participants with a disadvantage receive their mandatory compensation. After the mandatory compensation, all participants have an intermediate benefit of zero, with an additional system credit of 7. The remaining credit reflects the system benefit and can now be shared as desired. As no participant has a disadvantage compared to the previous solution, regardless of the concrete implementation of system-benefit sharing, the system-oriented delivery approach results in a Pareto improvement. For example, the remaining benefit of seven can be shared evenly between all five participants, thus resulting in final benefits of 1.4 for each participant.
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**Figure 4.** Comparison of delivery options for an industrial maintenance descriptive scenario

## 5 Discussion of System-Oriented Service Delivery

Even though system-oriented service delivery shows promising results, it has not been applied in practice so far. In the following, we discuss challenges in its implementation and illustrate those for the domain of industrial maintenance.

First, participants must be able to determine their delivery-dependent consequential costs. In the context of industrial maintenance, those are indirect costs of downtime. Unfortunately, according to a study by Crumrine and Post (2006), more than 80% of manufacturers are unable to determine their costs of downtime correctly. Similar results have recently been reported by Salonen and Tabikh (2016). Until today, there is no commonly established approach on estimating costs of downtime during a downtime event. However, some researchers developed simplified models for a broad range of applications (Wolff and Schmitz, 2017), whereas others developed more sophisticated models for specific use cases (Edwards, Holt and Harris, 2002). Also, there is work trying to estimate the costs of downtime ex-post for specific use cases, thus with a diagnostic mind set (Fox, Brammall and Yarlagadda, 2008).

In addition, participants need to share sensitive information with the network (or at least a system coordinator). For example, a service provider needs to provide information of his delivery costs. However, those might be sensitive due to competitive advantage or pricing of the service itself. The same holds...
true for the customers: Sharing information about their consequential costs allows for implications on their profitability and, for example, in industrial manufacturing, on the manufacturing process. Indeed, information sharing, is a core concept of service systems (Maglio et al., 2009; Maglio and Spohrer, 2008; Spohrer et al., 2007; Spohrer and Maglio, 2010).

Third, another important aspect is the identification of a base case in order to calculate the individual compensations. In this work, we see that system-oriented service delivery outperforms any other possible delivery strategy on a macro scale. In order to prevent a disadvantage for any customer, the disadvantage (and advantage of others) through system-oriented delivery must be calculated. In order to do so, a base case needs to be established first. However, in industrial maintenance, it often is not simple to clearly identify a maintenance provider’s delivery and task prioritization strategy (Vössing, 2017), and therefore, the establishment of a base case is a challenging task.

Fourth, a suitable mechanism to deal with the additional created value—the system benefit—needs to be implemented. Especially relevant is the question on who receives which share of the added value. Furthermore, the provider needs to partly re-design his business model, as current models (e.g. premium customers) will no longer be possible. At this point, the mechanism design is very important, as scholars recently pointed out that, for example, bad penalty design has negative impacts on resource and information sharing (Fehrenbacher, 2016).

Fifth, the practical implementation seems to be challenging. For now, we see two different implementation approaches: First, a central entity (e.g. the provider within a one-provider-many-customers-system) can facilitate the entire approach, or second, a decentral, agile system. In the first case, the central entity receives all data, calculates compensations, and compensations may even be facilitated by this central entity to prevent direct cash flows between participants. The second approach aligns closely with dynamic service systems (Maglio et al., 2009; Spohrer et al., 2008), as any participant may join or leave the system at any time. In this approach, decision-making and persistent information storage are a major concern for the applicability of system-oriented service delivery. However, with the recent advantages in the field of distributed ledger technology (DLT), the second approach seems feasible as DLT allows for immutable and trust-building storage of transactions (Beck et al., 2016). According to Seebacher and Schüritz (2017), blockchain—a prominent example for DLT—is a good facilitator for service systems, as blockchain “provides a platform, in which interacting parties can transparently and precisely interact with each other”. In the context of this work, an interaction could be, for example, paid compensations between different system participants (as introduced in section 3.4). Costs for providing such infrastructure could most likely be covered by the system net benefit \( b_s \).

6 Conclusion

In this section, we summarise and highlight the contribution of this work. Furthermore, we point out limitations and future work.

6.1 Summary and Contribution

This work lays out a systematic resource allocation inefficiency for a special case of service systems. In detail, these service systems are characterised by one provider that belongs to multiple service systems that are interrelated through the provider’s service delivery. In addition, the provider has limited delivery resources, which force him to delay parts of his service delivery. Due to delayed service delivery, customers experience delay-time-dependent consequential costs. In addition, the provider has multiple delivery options to choose from which also bear different costs for the provider (delivery costs).

For the given scenario, this work proposes the concept of a single holistic, orchestrated service system such that a system-oriented service delivery approach is possible. Per definition, system-oriented service delivery minimizes total system costs, thus results in a benefit over any other delivery approach, in other words, a system improvement. However, the benefit in system costs comes at the price of individual participants’ benefits. In detail, the system benefit results from the sum of individual participants’ benefits. Some participants have a positive benefit (i.e. an advantage from the introduction of system-oriented service delivery), whilst others have a negative benefit (i.e. a disadvantage from the introduction of
system-oriented service delivery). Therefore, system-oriented service delivery on its own does not result in a Pareto improvement compared to other service delivery approaches.

Furthermore, this work presents a benefit re-allocation mechanism for the system-oriented delivery approach. In detail, the re-allocation process aims at re-allocating the (positive) benefit of individual participants to compensate the participants having a negative benefit due to the introduction of system-oriented service delivery. We refer to the re-allocation as mandatory compensation. Furthermore, this work shows that the sum of participants’ advantages (positive benefits) is always greater or equal than the sum of participants’ disadvantages (negative benefit). Therefore, all participants having a disadvantage can be fully compensated. The remaining system benefit can be distributed as desired within the service system and system-oriented service delivery—combined with a re-allocation mechanism—results in a Pareto improvement over other service delivery approaches.

By introducing the given concept, this work contributes to the body of knowledge in service delivery, a top research priority in service science according to Ostrom et al. (2010, 2015). Furthermore, the presented concept incorporates the core idea of service system engineering (Bohmann et al., 2014). Finally, it contributes to ongoing research within industrial maintenance—a common example of industrial services and an underresearched discipline (Gitzel et al., 2016)—by giving implications of service-oriented service delivery and outlining future challenges for its application.

6.2 Limitations and Future Work

First, the work at hand is highly conceptual. Thus, additional research in this area is necessary to further validate it. For example, detailed specifications and approaches of the re-allocation method must be researched and evaluated further.

Second, this work is limited on single-periodicity and decision-making under full information. In practice, this is often not the case, as, for example, in industrial maintenance (Souyris et al., 2013), where service providers face rapidly changing conditions, as for example, the invoice of a new highly urgent service demand (Vössing, 2017).

Third, implications and evaluation of system-oriented service delivery in industrial maintenance is based on previously determined values (e.g. downtime costs are assumed to be known and deterministic). In practice, these values need to be determined first. Especially the accurate and transparent calculation of customers’ consequential costs is challenging (Fox et al., 2008; Kieninger et al., 2013; Patterson, 2002; Salonen and Tabikh, 2016). Furthermore—in case a transparent determination of downtime costs is not possible—the compensation mechanism needs to impede that all customers provide very high consequential costs as they want to be prioritized. For this problem, game-theoretical approaches seem to be promising, by for example, linking the calculation of advantage (and thus also the compensation paid to others), to the provided consequential costs.

Fourth, further research in how to implement system-oriented service delivery in practice is required. For now, we see the work by Seebacher and Maleshkova (2018) as a good starting point, as they present a framework for describing blockchain business networks from both a business and a technical perspective. Furthermore, research on the implementation of the compensation method is required.

Finally, given the domain of industrial maintenance, it is interesting to evaluate how a system-oriented approach performs with different customer contracts, as, for example, predictive maintenance, provider-based business models, availability-guarantees, or fixed response times. All those contracts introduce individual characteristics that will be interesting to evaluate in future work. A promising field of research lies ahead.
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